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This study aims to improve the performance of proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) using
carbon nanotubes as scaffolds to support nanocatalyst for power generation over prolonged time periods,
compared to the current designs. The carbon nanotubes are prepared using chemical vapor deposition
and decorated by platinum nanoparticles (Pt-NPs) using an amphiphilic approach. The PEMFC devices are
then constructed using these aligned carbon nanotubes (ACNTs) decorated with Pt-NPs as the cathode.
The electrochemical analyses of the PEMFC devices indicate the maximum power density reaches to

−2 −2

ligned carbon nanotubes
latinum nanoparticles
roton exchange membrane fuel cells
mphiphilic modification
anostructural characterization

860 mW cm and current density reaches 3200 mA cm at 0.2 V, respectively, when O2 is introduced
into cathode. Importantly, the Pt usage was decreased to less than 0.2 mg cm−2, determined by X-ray
energy dispersive spectroscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy as complimentary tools. Electron
microscopic analyses are employed to understand the morphology of Pt-ACNT catalyst (with diameter
of 4–15 nm and length from 8 to 20 �m), which affects PEMFC performance and durability. The Pt-ACNT

nme
lectrochemical performance arrays exhibit unique alig
surfaces.

. Introduction

Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) are one of the
ost important green energy conversion devices due to their high

ower density, energy conversion efficiency, flexible design and
ero or near-zero emission to the environment [1–4]. The PEMFCs
re composed of membrane electrode assembly (MEA), includ-
ng a polymeric membrane electrolyte (commercially available

afion 212 has been used in this study) in the center, and an
node and a cathode at each side [5–8]. On the anode compart-
ent, fuel supplies, such as hydrogen (H2) are oxidized to proton

H+), whereas, oxidants, such as oxygen (O2) are reduced on the
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nt, which allows for rapid gas diffusion and chemisorption on the catalyst

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

cathode side [9–11]. The electrons travel from anode to cathode
externally to provide direct current for stationary and portable
application [12,13]. The H+ ions transfer from the anode through
the Nafion electrolyte and react with the O2 to form water at
the cathode surface through oxygen reduction reaction or ORR
(4H+ + O2 + 4e− → 2H2O) [14,15].

Current design of the PEMFC encounters some problems, such
as: materials compatibility, high material/manufacturing cost, and
performance degradation over prolonged use, which collectively
hinders widespread adaptation and commercialization [16,6,17].
To improve PEMFC performance and durability, and to lower cat-
alyst cost, a great number of studies have focused on building
new and robust anode and cathode catalysts [18–20]. The com-
monly used catalyst, Pt/C has been used for decades due to its
high catalytical reactivity; however its expense is a major con-
cern [21–23]. Recently, alternative supports have been applied
to improve corrosion resistance, mass transfer and to reduce Pt

loading. One of the most attractive catalyst-support materials is
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) due to their large surface areas, high
chemical stability, high electric conductivity and extraordinary
mechanical strength [24–27]. In general, CNTs are coaxial cylin-
ders of graphite sheets, which allow for the structural diversity.
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he most important structures of CNTs are single-walled nan-
tubes (SWNTs), multiwalled nanotubes (MWNTs), and aligned
arbon nanotubes (ACNTs) [28–33]. The CNTs can be fabricated by
arbon-arc discharge, laser ablation, and chemical vapor deposi-
ion [34–37]. Moreover, to increase the Pt specific surface area and
ower its cost, highly dispersed Pt-NPs have been employed as cat-
lysts supported by CNTs to facilitate the ORR process. ORR is the
ate limiting step, which dominates the PEFMC efficiency due to
ts 4-electron involvement and large activation energy for reaction
38–41].

In the present study, Pt-ACNTs cathodic catalyst and MEA per-
ormance were investigated to optimize PEMFC catalyst fabrication

ethodology. This differs from other approaches, which have had
ssues with stability of the Pt-support [42] or large Pt size [43],

hich in turn can affect overall reactivity of cathode catalyst [44].
herefore, ACNT supports have been fabricated to replace tradi-
ional carbon black-based catalysts [45]. The rationale to use CNTs
ies on the facts that the sp2 hybridization of carbon atoms pro-
ides high mechanical strength and also allows for the p electron
n carbon atoms to be transferred to the unoccupied d-orbital of Pt.
his phenomenon can further enhance the interactions between
CNT and Pt atoms, which reinforce the stability of the cathode
aterials under oxidative environment [26,46–48]. In addition

o the stability of Pt-decorated ACNTs, the hydrophobicity of the
CNTs can prevent cathode flooding and favour water manage-
ent, which consequently improves gas transport in the PEMFC

lectrode [49–51]. The Pt-ACNTs have orderly structure which can
e tuned into the electrode support with high triple phase boundary
TPB) between cathode, electrolyte membrane and gas reactants.

ith the increase of TPB, the increased electrochemical behaviour
f the PEMFC devices is anticipated [52,53]. The contributions of
his research are: (1) synthesis of ACNTs by the chemical vapor
eposition (CVD) method to support Pt catalyst for ORR and to pre-
ent cathode flooding; (2) decoration of ACNTs by Pt NPs through
novel and feasible amphiphilic chemical impregnation, followed
y heat treatment; (3) integration of advanced analytical instru-
entation techniques into PEMFCs electrochemical performance
easurement.

. Materials and methods

All reagents, chemicals and solvents were obtained from VWR
nternational (West Chester, PA) and Sigma–Aldrich (St Louis,

O) to prepare the nanotubes and construct membrane electrode
ssemblies (MEAs), unless otherwise specified. The reagents were
eagent grade and were used without further purification. Dou-
ly distilled and 0.2 �m filtered (Milli-Q) water was used in the
issolution of reactants. State-of-the-art facilities were used to
haracterize the nanostructure and electrochemical performance.
he commercial MEA was procured from BASF Corporation (Port
rthur, TX) for comparative study, with loading of 0.5 mg Pt cm−2

n both electrodes.

.1. Nanocatalyst fabrication

The ACNTs were produced via the chemical vapor deposition
CVD) method. The main reactants were ferrocene (Fe(C5H5)2) and
ylene (C8H10). The quartz glass slides (with 5 cm2 surface areas)
ere used as substrates for ACNT growth positioned inside of
quartz tube surrounded by a tube furnace with two indepen-
ently controlled temperature zones. In the first zone, reactants
ferrocene and xylene solution) were injected at a rate of 0.225
r 0.250 mL min−1 and vaporized at 225 ◦C. In the second zone,
he reactant molecules from the vaporized solution were decom-
osed over the seed of iron (Fe) particles to form nanotubes. Under
rces 196 (2011) 6160–6167 6161

the precise control of temperature, injection flow rate of reactants,
and flow rate of inert gas (Ar) and hydrogen mixture, ACNTs with
well-arranged arrays grew on the substrates. The Fe from ferrocene
was continually fed as “seed”, on which the carbon could accu-
mulate into multiwalled tubes. ACNTs were then functionalized by
Pt using wet impregnation. Several Pt-containing precursors, such
as chloroplatinic acid hexahydrate (H2PtCl6·6H2O), platinum(II)
acetylacetonate (Pt(acac)2), platinum(IV) sulfite (Pt(SO3)2), and
tetraammineplatinum(II) nitrate (Pt(NH3)4(NO3)2) were used to
obtain mono-dispersed Pt nanoparticles. The Pt-modified ACNTs
were activated by the heat treatment at 300 ◦C for 1 h under reduc-
ing atmosphere (H2). This process termed reduction, which also
contributed to removal of the impurities in ACNTs. Next, ACNT cata-
lyst was sprayed with Nafion solution with mass ratio of 1:1 (Nafion
to ACNTs).

The ACNT-based membrane electrode assembly (MEA) fabri-
cation has been previously reported [37,52] and its geographical
surface area was kept at 5.0 cm2. The decal for anode consisted
of a polymer substrate with a thin layer of teflon coating, painted
with an ink composed of carbon-loaded Pt. The ink consisted of
tetrabutylammonium hydroxide, Pt 20% (w/w), Nafion (w/w) 5%,
and glycerol. The anode decal was placed into an oven heated
to 140 ◦C for approximately an hour between each painting step.
The painting–heating cycle was typically repeated up to five times
or until the total weight of wet ink reached 8.00 mg. The sample
was then left in the oven overnight and usually yielded a desired
weight of 7.00 mg of anode catalyst, which corresponds to 0.2 mg
Pt cm−2 loading. The anodic and cathodic substrates were then
placed on two sides of the Na-form Nafion 212 membrane with
the thickness averaged at 50 �m. Hot pressing technique was then
used to fabricate the MEA under temperature of 210 ◦C and pres-
sure of 600 pounds-per-square-inch-gauge (psig) for 5–10 min.
The teflon (support for anode) and glass substrate (support for
cathode) were then carefully removed from the MEA, which was
subsequently treated in boiling H2SO4 (0.5 M) aqueous solution for
1–2 h. The H2SO4 acid treatment aims to exchange Na+ by H+ to
increase the proton conductivity. The MEA was then washed in
boiled distilled water for 1 h to remove the Na+, Fe2+ and other
impurities.

2.2. Nanocatalyst characterization

The nanostructure and elemental composition of the Pt-ACNT
catalysts and MEA were characterized using several charac-
terization techniques. The surface morphology, cross-sectional
images and the thickness of the aligned carbon nanotubes were
determined using a field emission scanning electron microscope
(JSM-6701F) equipped with X-ray energy dispersive spectroscope
(EDS, Department of Chemistry, Texas A&M University-Kingsville).
An accelerating voltage of 20 kV and high vacuum of about
1.0 × 10−5 mbar were generally employed. The substrate of cath-
ode and MEA were mechanically fractured using a razor blade,
enabling an easier estimation of the PEMFC thickness. The high
resolution TEM (Tecnia F20-G2) equipped with post-column Gatan
Image Filter was applied, and magnifications were calibrated
using standards of commercial cross-line grating replica and sil-
icon carbide (SiC) lattice images to obtain images and electron
diffraction patterns with high accuracy and resolution [54]. Raman
spectroscopic analysis was conducted to evaluate the vibration
mode and electron structure of Pt and ACNTs. Raman/Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy with confocal microscope (Hariba

Jobin–Yvon LabRam IR system, Texas A&M University-College
Station) was employed to obtain highly specific fingerprints to
enable precise chemical and molecular characterization and iden-
tification. Raman module used was fiber optic coupled with
the laser excitation lines of 632 nm with the scan range of
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ig. 1. The amphiphilic wet-chemistry approach to decorate ACNT using Pt
anoparticles, followed by reduction under H2 atmosphere at 300 ◦C.

00–3000 cm−1. The resolution was kept at 0.3 cm−1 per pixel for
arious lines.

.3. Electrochemical performance measurement

The evaluation of PEMFC single cell performance with ACNT-
ased MEA was carried out using a commercially available
est stand (Fuel Cell Technologies, Albuquerque, NM) and lab-
ssembled test stand. The pressurized and humidified H2 and O2
air) were fed into the anode and cathode chambers as the fuel
nd oxidant under various flow rates. The cell operating condi-
ions were controlled at various temperatures ranging from 70 ◦C
o 90 ◦C. Typically, the H2 flow rate was set at 100 mL min−1 and
ow rate of O2 at 300 mL min−1 with the back pressure at 14.0 psig

or both cathode and anode compartments. The potential sweeps
ere controlled at fast rate with 5 s duration or slow rate with 30 s
uration per datum point. The data were collected using LabVIEW
softwareTM. The cell voltage drop originating from the electrolyte

esistance was not compensated in this study. The relationship
etween cell current density and power density as function of
pplied potential was established for estimation of PEMFC perfor-
ance. The cell was generally purged by safe gas at anode and air

t cathode at ambient temperature prior to the electrochemistry
tudy. The conditioning of the PEMFC was conducted for 16 h before
irect current (DC) polarization was performed.

. Results and discussions

The Pt-decoration of ACNTs using amphiphilic wet chemical
pproach and their characterization using microscopic and spectro-
copic techniques are described. The electrochemical performance
f the PEMFC devices constructed using Pt-ACNTs as cathode,
afion as electrolyte membrane and Pt-loaded carbon graphite as
node is tested using fuel cell test station and the importance of the
ndings is summarized.

.1. Pt-decoration of ACNT

In general, periodically aligned carbon nanotubes (ACNTs) can
e synthesized with tunable pore diameters and rigid structural
rder using iron (Fe) as catalyst. The self assembly of multiwalled
CNTs with uniform ordered nanopores can be achieved. Impor-

antly, the spacing between individual CNTs provides efficient
hannel for gas molecule transport. To improve the electrocatalyt-
cal activity, ACNTs must be modified using Pt-NPs. However, high

ispersion and ultrafine Pt-NPs with high stability are extremely
ifficult to obtain due to poor wettability over hydrophobic ACNT
y aqueous based precursor solution. Therefore, we focused on
ew catalyzing process to optimize the deposition of Pt-NPs on the
urface of ACNTs. Conducting a series of experiments, we devel-
Fig. 2. Scanning electron microscopic analyses of the MEA composed of Pt-
functionalized ACNT. (a) The Pt-ACNT aligned structure maintained well and (b)
Pt nanoparticles averaged at size of 2–4 nm before the electrochemical study is
conducted.

oped an amphiphilic wet-chemistry procedure (Fig. 1) to decorate
and functionalize ACNTs. The two key points in this process are:
(1) to maintain the distinctive alignment of well-channelled ACNT
and (2) to dissolve the H2PtCl6 in aqueous solution for monodis-
persion and homogeneity. Therefore, hydrophilic and hydrophobic
agents are needed to achieve the above goals. The critical step
for this advancement is the modification of ACNT cathode cat-
alyst using homogenous Pt-NPs, while the ACNTs alignment is
well-maintained. This can be accomplished using a novel method,
defined as “amphibious functionalization”, in which the aromatic
conjugate ring of the nanotube surfaces can then be functionalized
by hydroxyl group, which forms ion-dipole intermolecular forces
with Pt4+ cations.

Two reagents, namely isopropanol (C3H7OH) and distilled
water, which are miscible, were used to control the homogene-
ity from the molecular level. The focus centers on optimization of
the Pt starting materials, dispersing agents, amount of the Pt mass,
and Pt particle size. Firstly, the ACNT surfaces need to be function-
alized using amphiphilic solvent (isopropanol containing 1 mol% of
Nafion) to maintain its geometry and provide hydroxyl (OH) group.

The water-soluble Pt4+ compound (such as H2PtCl6) is then sprayed
onto the surface of ACNT. Due to intermolecular forces (such as ion-
dipole coupling), the Pt4+ can then interact with ACNT and retain
its alignment. Secondly, step-wise deposition of metallic cations
onto charged ACNT surface assists self-assembly of amphiphilic
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Fig. 3. Transmission electron microscopic analyses of the MEA composed of Pt-functionalized ACNT. (a) ACNT display narrower diameter when deposition was controlled at
5 min; (b) ACNT display wider diameter when deposition was controlled at 8 min; (c) the distance between multiwall nanotubes; (d) Pt ring pattern showing crystalline Pt
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lock copolymers followed by formation of covalent bond with
he ACNT “backbones”. Lastly, graft copolymerization onto reactive
eeded particles will allow cations to link with the ACNT backbones.
hrough polymer crafting and self assembly, the Pt4+ can be uni-
ormly distributed along the ACNT arrays. Pt4+ cations were then
educed to Pt metal in H2 atmosphere. It was found that Pt-NPs
rowth due to the Ostwald sintering has been successfully pre-
ented and geometry of ACNTs has been well-maintained (also see
ig. 2a).

.2. Electron microscopic analyses of Pt-ACNTs

Scanning and transmission electron microscopic (SEM and TEM)
nalyses were conducted to understand the morphology and dis-
ersion of Pt-decorated ACNTs due to the important role to secure
he high performance and long-term stability of the electrocatalyst.
he SEM cross-sectional image of Pt-ACNTs (Fig. 2a) indicated that
ense and uniform ACNTs were highly aligned when the seed of

ron (Fe) catalyst was used. After Pt-decoration through the feasi-
le amphiphilic wet-chemistry approach, the ACNT highly aligned
eometry is well-maintained. This alignment is highly beneficial to
hanneling the gas flow more efficiently. SEM micrographs of the
t-ACNT catalyst also show Pt-NPs uniformly embedded along the
CNT surface, with a diameter ranging from 2 to 4 nm without fur-

her aggregation (Fig. 2b). The highly dispersed Pt-NPs suggested
large fraction of Pt atoms located at the surface of the ACNTs
upports. High dispersion of Pt-NPs draws our attention for two
easons. First of all, high dispersion mitigates the usage of expensive
etal (Pt). Secondly, the tunable particle sizes provide controllable

tructure, which in turn improves the PEMFC performance. The Pt-
CNT cathode catalysts are composed of multi-walled nanotubes
with 5–19 layers. The SEM results also indicate that the oriented
and uniform ACNTs arrays act as a support for cathodic catalyst to
facilitate the O2 gas diffusion. The improved specific surface areas
of Pt-ACNTs advanced O2 chemisorption and then increased the
PEMFCs intrinsic reaction rates.

The high-resolution TEM images of Pt-ACNTs cathode cata-
lyst were also obtained (Fig. 3a–d) to evaluate the geometry and
alignment of Pt-ACNT, and the Pt nanoparticles and their size dis-
tribution. Selected TEM images (Fig. 3a and b) show the ACNTs
have an average length of about 10 �m and a diameter of outer
layer varying from 3.5 to 12.5 nm. The results indicated that the
thickness of ACNT layer thickness was comparable to that of
a conventional membrane electrode assembly (MEA). From our
experimental data, it can be concluded that morphology of PEM-
FCs catalyst can efficiently channel the gas (H2 and O2) distribution,
and in turn improve the electrochemical kinetics of PEMFC devices.
The CVD-derived ACNTs consist of multiple concentric tubes with
the interlayer distance approximately 0.396 nm (Fig. 3c), slightly
larger than the interlayer distance in graphite. This observation
evidently suggested that decoration of the ACNT occurred on the
surface without insertion of the Pt-NPs (averaged size 2.7 nm)
into the inner ACNT layers due to the size effect. These SEM/TEM
images corroborate that the ACNTs provide ordered inter-tube
spacing, thereby, greatly facilitating gas diffusion. Under carefully
controlled fabrication conditions, the length and diameter of the
Pt-ACNT can be adjusted to yield optimal catalytic surface area

[55,56]. This observation corroborates that the high electrochem-
ical activity of the PEMFCs devices can be achieved (see Fig. 6
and related discussion). From the ring pattern indexing, it can be
seen that crystalline phase of Pt-NPs and ACNTs were obtained.
The Pt ring patterns (Fig. 3d) were very well aligned with the
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ig. 4. Elemental composition analyses of the MEA composed of Pt-functionalized
CNT. (a) EDS analyses and (b) XPS analyses.

tandard face-centered cubic of Pt (PDF 00-004-0802, 3.924 Å and
0◦).

.3. Elemental composition analyses of Pt-ACNTs

X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) and X-ray photo-
lectron spectroscopy (XPS) have been used as complementary
echniques to confirm the stoichiometric Pt loading, ranging from
.14 to 0.17 mg cm−2, accordingly (Fig. 4a and b). EDS results indi-
ated the principle emission of Pt occurs at M� at 2.048 keV and
� at 9.441 keV, correspondingly. The XPS full spectra indicated
he presence of the Pt and C elements, well indexed by their stan-
ard spectra for 4f and 1s electron configurations, respectively. The
missions at 283.6 eV and 290.6 eV were attributed to the C C dou-
le bonds in the ACNT arrays. Metallic Pt can be characterized by
symmetric emission lines with peak tailing to the binding energy
BE) corresponding to its innermost 4f electron excitation (BEs of
f7/2 located at 72.1 eV and 4f5/2 at 76.4 eV) with peak splitting
.3 eV. The composition analyses indicate that Pt loading can be
ecreased to 0.2 mg cm−2 while the high power density of the PEM-
Cs was maintained nicely. From the characteristic binding energy
or C and Pt, it can be concluded that functionalization of ACNT by
t is carried out through van der Waals intermolecular forces, with-
ut breaking C C double bonds. The mono-dispersion of ultrafine
t-NPs proves that decreased amount of Pt usage (<0.2 mg cm−2)
rovides many electrochemically active sites, which consequently
dvance the PEMFC electrochemical performance.
.4. Raman spectroscopic analyses of Pt-ACNTs

The characteristic spectra, radial breathing mode (RMB), D-
and and G-band of a series of Pt-ACNT catalysts were evaluated
y Raman spectroscopy. The results for six selected MEAs made
Fig. 5. Raman spectroscopic analyses of the Pt-functionalized ACNT at 633 nm exci-
tation. (a) The spectroscopy to demonstrating the molecular vibration and (b) the
G-band splitting due to the curvature effect.

from the Pt-ACNTs are consistent with standards of Pt and carbon
nanotubes (Fig. 5a and b). The Pt metal displays two character-
istic spectra at frequency of 483.24 cm−1 and 2084.98 cm−1. The
intensity of Pt is significantly low, confirming its small amount
of loading. The main Raman features for carbon nanotubes are D
band at 1250–1350 cm−1 and G band at about 1600 cm−1 (Fig. 5a).
The Pt-decorated ACNTs displayed high intensity D band, suggest-
ing that the strengthening of the D band is enhanced by Pt-NPs.
This observation reveals the incorporation of platinum into car-
bon nanotubes. Meanwhile, the blue shift of D band to about
1315.10–1325.77 cm−1 occurred, suggesting the presence of crys-
talline graphite-like CNT was formed since it has a typical position
of 1305–1330 cm−1 [40]. This measurement is in agreement to
the reported data [57,58] that these second order Raman features
are resulting from defect-induced and double resonance of Pt-
ACNTs. The Pt-decorated ACNTs exhibited tangential vibrational
modes, which results from the in-plane optic phonon mode. This
phenomenon corresponds to the stretching mode of sp2 hybridiza-
tion in carbon nanotubes [59,60]. The G band was split into a

lower frequency (G−, 1584.17 cm−1) and higher frequency (G+,
1609.28 cm−1), and this splitting is corresponding to the reciprocal
of the interlayer of nanotubes as shown in Fig. 5b. The softening of
G− (TO) band, whose vibration perpendicular to the ACNT tubes,
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ig. 6. Electrochemical performance of PEMFC device using Pt-ACNT as cathode cat

ccurs due to the curvature in the Pt-ACNT. On the other hand, the
trengthening of the G+ (TO) band was observed due to its vibration
long the ACNT tubes. The intermediate frequency mode (IFM) also
ccurred at 702.73 cm−1 due to the defect in the Pt-ACNTs. Impor-
antly, it can be seen the “radial breathing mode” (RBM) of Pt-ACNT
ccurred at a lower frequency, ranging from 102.4 to 298.98 cm−1.
rom the RBM determination, more accurate diameter calculation
n CNTs can be obtained [61]. It was found that the diameter of CNT
s inversely proportional to the Raman shift as demonstrated in Eq.
1):

RBM = A

dt
+ B (1)

here ωRBM represents the radial breathing mode in cm−1, dt is
he diameter of the ACNT in nm, A is a dimensionless constant
commonly used value is 218.2) and B is also an empirical constant
19.6 cm−1), corresponding to the Raman shift.

Generally, an increase in the CNT diameter would result in a
ecrease in the RBM frequency [55–58]. It has to be noted that some
atellite spectra were also seen due to the complexity of the MEA
lemental composition and structure. Most importantly, the mode
requency of ACNTs and Pt depends on the laser excitation and the
imensional confinement.

.5. Electrochemical performance of PEMFCs devices

The electrochemical performances of both Pt-ACNT and
ommercial ink-based PEMFCs were evaluated using cell
urrent–potential polarization curves under identical operat-
ng condition. The DC polarization was conducted to identify the
urrent density when potentials (0.2–1.0 V) were applied.

The current generally varies for different MEA specimens with
he low Pt loading (about 0.2 mg cm−2). The average current
ensity at 0.2 V from six selected Pt-ACNT MEA specimens was
200 mA cm−2 when O2 is introduced into the cathode chamber
Fig. 6a). The PEMFC power density can be calculated by multiplying
he cell potential with associated cell current density. The Pt-ACNT

EA displays a respectable peak power density of 625 mW cm−2 in
ir [62] and 860 mW cm−2 in oxygen (Fig. 6b). The various Pt-ACNT
EAs were tested and we found that the reproducibility of polariza-

ion over Pt-ACNT MEAs can be improved via tuning the geometry
nd structure of the nanotubes and Pt catalyst, although the vari-
tion is not as high as in some studies (reviewed by Gasteiger
t al.) [21]. The stability of the same Pt-ACNT MEAs was deter-

ined at potential ranging from 0.2 to 1.0 V with a sweep rate at
s/cycle (Fig. 6c) over about 7200 cycles. Over the measured cycles,

he relative deviations in the polarization curves were negligible,
uggesting high PEMFC MEA stability. In this study, the polariza-
ion curves within 600–1200 cycles were arbitrarily selected to
(a) Current density in O2; (b) power density in O2; (c) stability of PEMFC devices.

demonstrate stability. The current density at 0.2 V was maintained
at 2860–2950 mA cm−2 (� < ±1.5%) and peak powder density was
maintained within 850–860 mW cm−2 (� < ±0.6%), suggesting high
stability of the PEMFC devices when operating in the O2 atmosphere
[27]. High stability and power/current densities are necessary when
the fuel cell is required to withstand high dynamic load. It is impor-
tant to point out that the Pt usage in this study was decreased to
lower than 0.2 mg cm−2 determined by XPS analyses. The mass
activity im(0.9 V) and specific activity is(0.9 V) at 0.9 V, though not
measured here, have been previously reported by Liu et al. over Pt-
ACNT cathode with the values being 101 A g−1

Pt and 374 �A cm−2
Pt ,

respectively [62].
During this study, we also found a key drawback of ACNT pre-

pared by flowing catalyst method, which produce high level of iron
(Fe) over the CNTs. Fe could be oxidized and affected Nafion mem-
brane conductivity during fuel cell operation. Such shortcoming,
however, can be mitigated by using ACNT prepared by a different
method.

For comparison purposes, a side-by-side single-cell polariza-
tion study was carried out over Pt-ACNT PEMFCs and conventional
ink-based PEMFCs. The operating conditions were the same as
previously described with operating temperature at 75 ◦C, using
humidified H2 as fuel supply, and O2 and air as oxidant. When
air is used as the oxidant, the peak power density for commer-
cial ink-based PEMFC reaches 281 mW cm−2 at V = 0.35 V (Fig. 7a).
The Pt-ACNT PEMFCs, however, displayed a peak power density of
625 mW cm−2 under the same condition. In oxygen atmosphere,
the peak power density for commercial ink-based PEMFC reaches
470 mW cm−2 at V = 0.4 V (Fig. 7b), where the Pt-ACNT PEMFCs
displayed a peak power density of 860 mW cm−2 under the same
condition.

From the performance comparison, it can be concluded that the
Pt-ACNT PEMFCs exhibited similar performance to that of conven-
tional ink-based PEMFCs in the low current region, where PEMFCs
are generally designed to operate for the optimal energy conver-
sion efficiency. However, the current and power densities have
exceeded that of the conventional ink-based MEA at low volt-
age, and high output region. This observation further confirms
our design goal that the alignment of the ACNT would lead to an
enhancement in current and power densities through improved
mass transfer. We pointed out, however, that our ink-based MEA
was limited only by the one from the commercial source. Others
have reported better performances under various conditions, as can
be found in Refs. [21,63].
From the results comparison, it can safely be concluded
that the alignment of carbon nanotubes contributed to perfor-
mance improvement of the PEMFCs. Such gains are primarily
from improved mass-transfer of gas flow and better conductance
between the MEA and current collector by Pt-ACNTs being in
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ligned geometry. In addition, the alignment of ACNT also allows
or channeling gas diffusion more efficiently compared with the
raditional Pt-C catalysts. These inherent design features allow for
ubstantial increase in reaction rates at the catalytic surface of the
t-ACNT PEMFCs towards meeting the high power/current density
equirements, in addition to the twin benefits of high utilization of
he available Pt based catalyst due to the large specific surface area,
iding fast kinetics. Collectively, these benefits allow for the PEM-
Cs electrochemical behaviour to be advanced and the practical
ealization of PEMFC based devices in automobiles to be furthered
long the roadmap.

. Conclusions

The Pt-ACNT cathodic catalyst was obtained by chemical vapor
eposition, followed by wet chemistry impregnation to decorate
he catalyst, and heat treatment to activate the catalyst. The catalyst
as characterized through SEM, TEM, and Raman spectroscopy. The

esults show that uniform ACNTs coated with Pt mono-dispersive
Ps have been directly grown on cathode materials. The observed
iameter of the ACNTs ranges from 5 to 20 nm and their lengths
veraged 10 �m, depending on the growth time period. The Pt NPs
re well dispersed on the surface of ACNTs and their size ranges
rom 2 to 4 nm. Additionally, the PEMFC performance tests indi-
ate the maximum power density of PEMFC at 860 mW cm−2 and
urrent density at 3200 mA cm−2 with the Pt NPs loading less than
.2 mg cm−2 when the O2 was used as the oxidant.
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